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Abstract (en)
A claw lock mechanism for a railway turnout comprises a pair of stock rail brackets (1), each of which is located on a stock rail (2) at a position in
the region of the toe of an adjacent tongue rail, and each of which has an open-ended passage extending transversely beneath the stock rail (2), a
drive bar (20) which extends through and beyond the passage of each bracket (1) for moving the tongue rails between each operating position, and
a pair of claw arms (22) each of which extends through the passage of one of the brackets (1). One end of each arm (22) is pivotally fixed (at least
indirectly) to one of the tongue rails and the other end thereof has a claw (23) which can engage a notch (34) in the drive bar (20) to allow both the
drive bar and the claw arm to slide through the passage until the associated tongue rail contacts the stock rail (2). Further movement of the drive bar
through the passage forces the claw (23) out of the notch (34) and locks the arm (22) in the passage thereby preventing inadvertent movement of
the tongue rail away from the stock rail. According to the invention each stock rail bracket (1) is immovably secured to its associated stock rail and
at least a major part of the peripheral surface of each transversely extending passage is defined by a carriage (24) that is located within the bracket
(1) and can be moved at least to a limited extent in a direction lengthwise with respect to the stock rail (2) directly by the drive rod (20) or the claw
arm (22) bearing on a surface of the carriage (24) defining the passage. This form of mechanism is relatively simple to manufacture and is reliable.
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